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Abstract

Testing is an important technique to detect program
faults. Automatic generation of test cases for procedural
and object-oriented software has been proposed, because
writing tests manually is a tedious and time-consuming
task, and every modification to the original specification re-
quires changes to the test programs. Aspect-oriented pro-
gramming is a new technique that focuses on the modu-
larization and encapsulation of crosscutting concerns. The
domain of automatic testing of aspect-oriented programs is
hardly developed. We present a framework for the auto-
matic generation of test cases for aspect-oriented programs
based on an Aspect-UML specification. Aspect-UML is a
profile for UML that can represent aspects, pointcuts, and
advice. It also uses the Object Constraint Language (OCL)
to bind a set of preconditions, postconditions, and invari-
ants to advice as well as methods. Our AspectWrapper sys-
tem parses these OCL constraints and produces testing code
to be called before or after Java test methods and AspectJ
advice. Test oracles call these test methods and notify test
failures to a test runner such as JUnit, a widely-used Java
testing framework.

1. Introduction

Testing is an important phase of software development,
because it increases the reliability and helps removing ma-
jor bugs in software [3]. Its importance as a field of software
engineering is increasing with years and it is now taught in
schools [5]. Two approaches have been proposed for test-
ing: specification-based and program-based. Specification-
based testing considers test modules as black boxes and
tests the modules with data generated based on their speci-
fications. Program-based testing considers test modules as
white boxes and generates testing data based on their in-

ternal structure. These approaches are complementary and
both can be used in the process of software testing. Testing
modules in isolation is called unit testing whereas testing
several modules together is denoted as integration testing.
In the software development cycle, unit testing always pre-
cedes integration testing.

The definition of a test module depends on the program-
ming paradigm being used. For procedural languages, a
module is a procedure or a function. For object-oriented
languages, a module can be either a method or an object.
The receiver of a test module is called a test object and can
be considered as part of test data in the case of unit testing.
However, in aspect-oriented programming, the notion of a
module is more difficult to define.

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [17] is a new soft-
ware development paradigm that helps with the separation
of concerns. In particular, AOP focuses on the modular-
ization and encapsulation of crosscutting concerns. AOP
aims to increase the comprehensibility, the adaptability, and
the reusability of source code by introducing a new concept
called aspect. Aspects define pieces of advice which are
fragments of code executed at well-defined join points in
a program. An aspect-oriented programming language pro-
vides mechanisms to define pointcuts, which are sets of join
points.

Testing aspect-oriented programs is not trivial. Nor-
mally, in contrast with procedures, functions, and meth-
ods, the pieces of advice are not called explicitly in a pro-
gram. They are woven in the test program and called im-
plicitly with context information including source and tar-
get objects, as well as arguments. One solution is to use
a framework such as aUnit [18] to genrate the appropri-
ate context information and call pieces of advice explictly.
An alternative solution consists of injecting testing code
into implictly-called pieces of advice, by instrumenting the
source code or byte-code of the tested program. We there-
fore define a testable module, in the case of AOP, to be ei-
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ther a method or object, affected or not by some pieces of
advice.

A second problem arises when testing AOP programs be-
cause aspects can affect the execution of test oracles in an
unpredictable way. For example, a pointcut in the test pro-
gram can include a join point corresponding to a part of a
test oracle, and an advice can then affect the testing pro-
cess. As a result, weaving of aspects into testing code must
be prevented.

A specification language is necessary to generate tests
for aspect-oriented programs. However, most specifica-
tion languages are object-oriented and therefore cannot de-
scribe aspects. Aspect-UML [28] is a UML-based pro-
file for describing aspect-oriented programs. This language
extends the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [20] with
aspect-oriented concepts. The enriched class and use case
diagrams take the crosscutting concerns in consideration
in the early stages of analysis. Aspect-UML introduces
new stereotypes such as “Aspect” and “PointCut” and con-
straints expressed in the Object Constraint Language (OCL)
for modeling aspect composition and advice. The con-
straints describe aspect precedence, join point specification,
context passing from one join point to an advice, and advice
specification.

In this paper, we use Aspect-UML specifications to auto-
mate the generation of tests for AOP programs. We present
AspectWrapper, a system generating AspectJ unit test or-
acles from Aspect-UML specifications. AspectWrapper
parses OCL constraints, which are bound to classes, meth-
ods, aspects, and advice, and converts them to Java testing
code which is intended to wrap the tested methods and ad-
vice. Wrapping can be performed by calling advice explic-
itly, or by instrumenting tested methods and advice.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
The next section presents the main components of a testing
framework. Section 3 gives an example of how tests can
be generated for a simple aspect-oriented program. Sec-
tion 4 explains how AspectWrapper streamlines the gener-
ation process outlined by the example. Section 5 presents
the current implementation of the framework. Section 6
presents related work and section 7 concludes the paper.

2. The Components of a Testing Framework

An efficient testing framework requires three basic ele-
ments: test runners to automate the execution of tests and
the report of results, test oracles to decide if a test succeeds,
fails, or is meaningless, and test data. (A test is said to be
meaningless when its input data does not satisfy the precon-
ditions of the test module.)

A test runner is a framework that allows tests to be ex-
ecuted. Users (or programs) construct test cases by writing
procedures for checking any required property, with any de-

sired data. The test runner executes these procedures, and
collects test results which can be presented to the developer
in various formats.

JUnit [21] is the de facto test runner for Java. This
framework identifies test cases by methods, in user-supplied
subclasses of TestCase, whose names start with test.
For each test method m, JUnit calls the setUp method of
the corresponding class, executes m, and calls tearDown.
This way, users are allowed to setup and tear down a test
fixture. JUnit provides various assertion-checking methods
that can be called during tests. When an assertion fails, JU-
nit reports a failure for the test currently performed. JU-
nit can report the successes and failures on the console or
through a graphical user interface.

aUnit [18] is a framework on top of JUnit used for test-
ing aspect-oriented programs. It defines a test case as a
sequence of test steps invoking explicitly the desired ad-
vice. To invoke an advice explicitly, aUnit relies on As-
pectJ’s internal structures to let the user create join points
context information manually. At this time, the sequence
of steps must be coded manually, but future versions of this
framework might propose facilities to automate this time-
consumming process.

A test oracle is a function that performs a test and re-
turns a success, failure, or meaningless case indicator. For
example, an oracle can compare the result of a test proce-
dure, function, or method with an expected value. A test
oracle can also be derived directly from the specification.
In the case of object-oriented programming, such an ora-
cle ensures that the test object is in the appropriate state,
calls a test method with some data, and verifies the state
of the test object after the test method returns. Comparing
against expected values does not allow for automation, be-
cause these expected values must be computed manually or
with some other program. However, with appropriate infor-
mation, a tool can generate test oracles checking precondi-
tions, invariants, and postconditions. This can be sufficient
for unit-testing many types of programs. As Java does not
provide a mechanism to associate specification information
to methods, this information must be provided through ex-
tended documentation. As a result, no standard mechanism
exists to generate test oracles.

Testing data is domain-specific and depends largely on
the structure of the test program. For this reason, no generic
tool is available to generate such data.

3. An Example of Test Generation

In this section, we present an example demonstrating
how AspectWrapper processes a method and an advice. The
example is an adaptation of the Telecommunication sample
found in the AspectJ distribution that was used in [19]. It
models a telecommunication system supporting local and
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long distance calls. In that model, a customer, represented
by an object of the Customer class, can make phone calls.
Each call, represented by a Call object, is associated with
one or several connections that can be local or long distance.
Connections, represented by Connection objects, can be
completed, established, or dropped.

A Timing aspect is defined to advice the drop method
in class Connection to measure the duration of each call,
i.e., the elapsed time from the moment connections asso-
ciated to the call are completed to the moment they are
dropped. A Billing aspect is added to charge calls, us-
ing the Timing aspect to get the call duration. Figure 1,
taken from [19], presents the Aspect-UML diagram for this
example.

In Aspect-UML, which is language-independent in con-
trast with AspectJ, an aspect is defined by a UML class
marked with the stereotype “Aspect.” Such an aspect may
define attributes, operations, and advice. An advice is spec-
ified the same way as an operation, except it is preceded
with a string indicating its kind. A before advice runs be-
fore the join point executes while an after advice executes
after the join point. An around advice is executed in place
of the join point’s original code, but the original code may
be called by the advice. In Aspect-UML, the name of an
advice corresponds to the name of the associated pointcut.

A pointcut is specified, in Aspect-UML, by defining a
class marked with the stereotype “PointCut” and include
method calls join points only. Pointcuts are linked to cross-
cut methods by an association relationship of stereotype
“crosscut-call.” Note that Aspect-UML cannot model As-
pectJ’s inter-type declarations.

Figure 2 illustrates how constraints can be bound to a
method. Using the pre OCL stereotype, this constraint
specifies a precondition stating that before drop is called,
the connection must be completed, which is indicated by
the attribute state taking the value 1. After drop re-
turns, a postcondition indicates that the connection must be
dropped, which happens if state is set to 2.

context connection::drop()
pre: state = 1
post: state = 2

Figure 2. OCL constraint for a method

Figure 3 shows how OCL constraints can be bound to an
advice. The sample constraint indicates that at any time, the
getTime method of Connection should return a non-
null value. This invariant, introduced by the stereotype
inv, has to be checked before and after the advice is exe-
cuted. Moreover, after the opDrop advice of the Billing
aspect executes, the charge of the caller should be greater

than or equal to the previous charge. This is checked by
a postcondition (stereotype post). A @pre-suffixed vari-
able is used to access its value before the advice’s execution.

context Billing::opDrop
inv: c.getTime() != Null
post: c.getCaller().getCharge() >=

c.getCaller().getCharge()@pre

Figure 3. OCL constraint for an advice

Suppose that we apply AspectWrapper to the
Connection class and Billing aspect, for an As-
pectJ implementation of the model. The system will
generate two test classes: Connection Test, and
Billing Test. A test class is a class containing test
methods and a constructor taking a tested object as an
argument. A test object is an instance of a test class.
In this case, Billing Test is the test class with an
instance of the Billing aspect as an argument. The
instance for the Billing aspect, to be passed to the
Billing Test constructor, can be retrieved by using
Billing.aspectOf().

For verifying the precondition of drop, the gener-
ated connection test class Connection Test will have
a method check$pre$drop() testing the state of the
connection associated with the tested object and returning a
boolean indicating if the test succeeded. For the postcondi-
tion, a similar test method, named check$post$drop()
is generated.

The charge before the drop method’s advice exe-
cutes must be saved into a transfer variable encapsulated
into a field of the test object to verify the postcondi-
tion of the opDrop advice. A preparation method
named prep$adv$opDrop (Connection Test)
is generated to save the required information in the trans-
fer field. The method check$adv$post$opDrop
(Connection Test) is generated to verify the
specified postcondition on the advice. For the invari-
ant, a similar method check$adv$inv$opDrop
(Connection Test) is generated. These methods have
the same arguments as the advice, because OCL constraints
might be applied on the arguments in addition to the aspect
state.

A test runner can then use the test classes to execute ap-
propriate tests. For aUnit testing, the following test steps
must be manually written for testing drop. If any check
fails, the process interrupts and reports a failure or mean-
ingless test case.

1. Call check$pre$drop to check drop’s precondi-
tion.
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Figure 1. Example of an Aspect-UML class diagram

2. Call drop, supposing the Billing aspect was not
woven.

3. Call advice opDrop for the Timing aspect.

4. Call check$adv$inv$opDrop to check invariants.

5. Call prep$adv$opDrop to prepare the transfer
variable.

6. Call advice opDrop with appropriate join point con-
text information.

7. Call prep$adv$opDrop to check advice’s invari-
ant.

8. Call check$adv$post$opDrop to verify advice’s
postcondition.

9. Call check$post$drop to check drop’s postcon-
dition.

Alternatively, to benefit from the AspectJ weaver, calls
to test methods can be directly added into methods and ad-
vice, and exceptions are thrown upon violations. In both
approaches, the testing code wraps the original code.

4. Test Generation Process

As outlined in the previous section, the AspectWrapper
framework converts an Aspect-UML specification into As-
pectJ code, parses OCL constraints to produce Java testing
code, and constructs oracles to run this code at the appro-
priate moment.

4.1. From Aspect-UML to AspectJ

Tools such as ArgoUML [8] can be used to generate
Java classes from UML class diagrams. They usually gen-
erate one Java class for each UML class, with each attribute
mapped to a field and each operation mapped to a method.
Associations are mapped to fields whose types depend on
the association type and multiplicity. The UML class dia-
gram and the generated Java classes are bound by a real-
ize relationship. An equivalent tool for generating AspectJ
code from an Aspect-UML currently does not exist. This
section indicates how such a tool must behave to be com-
patible with the AspectWrapper system.

We extend the relationship given in section 2.3 of [12]
as follows to specify the realize relationship for Aspect-
UML enforced by a generator tool. For each class A marked
by the stereotype “Aspect” in the UML diagram, a corre-
sponding Java file A.java is generated to define the as-
pect A. As with ordinary classes, each attribute and opera-
tion of A is mapped to fields and methods in the aspect A.
Each Aspect-UML advice is mapped to an AspectJ advice
of the same kind, with the same signature, and referring to
the same pointcut. AspectJ advice can be named using the
AdviceName annotation introduced in AspectJ 5. While
Aspect-UML pointcuts are defined in special classes, As-
pectJ pointcuts must be incorporated either in aspects or
classes. In any case, they must crosscut the same join points
as the Aspect-UML pointcuts. The tool must also process
the aspect precedence declarations, and the context passing
from pointcut to advice, from the Aspect-UML specifica-
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tions.
The code generator must transfer the OCL constraints

from Aspect-UML to Java code to be compatible with As-
pectWrapper. OCL expressions may need to be adapted to
reflect the implementation of the specification. Two mech-
anisms can be used to contain constraints: Javadoc com-
ments with custom block tags, or Java 5 annotations.

Javadoc comments are specially formated comments
usually parsed by the Javadoc tool to produce documen-
tation from source code. Extended documentation can be
added by defining new tags and adding paragraphs start-
ing with these tags to Javadoc comments. Javadoc com-
ments allow for several multilines constraints with the same
stereotype, but parsing the source code is necessary to ex-
tract the information.

On the other hand, annotations are sets of (key, value)
pairs attached to program elements. New annotation types
can be defined to represent OCL constraints. Java 5 annota-
tions allow for constraints to be encoded into the .class
files, permitting the unit-testing of methods whose source
code is not available. The Java Reflection API provides fa-
cilities to extract these annotations, without parsing source
or binary files. However, constraints with the same stereo-
type must be combined with a logical “and”, and byte-code
instrumentation is necessary to remove the annotations if
the specification information must not be present in the final
release of the test program. We have chosen the annotations
for attaching OCL constraints to classes, methods, aspects,
and advice.

For the example presented in the preceding section, the
AspectJ package [1] contains the equivalent AspectJ code.
Figure 4 presents the dropmethod of class Connection,
annotated with Javadoc-style OCL constraints. Figure 5
presents AspectJ advice opDrop in aspect Billing, with
OCL constraints, annotated using Java 5 annotations. The
opDrop invariant in figure 3 had to be removed, because
Connection has no getTime method in the implemen-
tation. The expression for checking the charge had also to
be adapted for the AspectJ implementation.

4.2. Testing Methods and Advice

As explained in section 3, for each processed class C,
a test class C Test is generated. Similarly, for each as-
pect A, a test class A Test is generated. Methods in these
test classes are non-static, which permits the developer to
create subclasses to customize how constraints are verified.

For each processed class or aspect, AspectWrap-
per generates a possibly empty OclBoolean
check$classInvariants() public method in
the corresponding test class to verify class or aspect
invariants. An OclBoolean is used rather than a built-in
boolean, because the result of an OCL expression may

/**
* Called when the connection is

* dropped from a call. Is intended to

* free up any resources the

* connection was consuming.
@precondition state = 1
@postcondition state = 2

*/
void drop() {

state = DROPPED;
System.out.println
("connection dropped");

}

Figure 4. Example of a Java OCL-constrained
method, with Javadoc-style annotations

be true, false, or undefined. An empty checker method
always returns a true value.

After processing invariants, AspectWrapper enumerates
all declared methods, including non-public methods, and
extracts OCL information from them. Four test methods
are generated and added to the test class for any OCL-
constrained method,. A similar processing happens for ad-
vice in the case of aspects.

For an OCL-constrained method m(T0, . . . ,Tn−1), where
n is the number of arguments and Ti is the type of argu-
ment i, AspectWrapper generates four possibly empty pub-
lic methods in the test class. The test runner should call
all these methods in the given order, with the same ar-
guments as used to call m. The method OclBoolean
check$inv$m(T0, . . . ,Tn−1) verifies the invariants of
method m. In contrast with class invariants, method in-
variants can imply method’s parameters in addition to
object state. The method void prep$m(T0, . . . ,Tn−1)
copies the transfer variables in the test class’s private
fields. If no transfer variables are needed, the prepa-
ration method is empty. The method OclBoolean
check$pre$m(T0, . . . ,Tn−1) verifies the preconditions,
and should be called before m. The method OclBoolean
check$post$m(T0, . . . ,Tn−1) checks the postconditions,
and should be called after m.

Similarly, for an OCL-constrained advice
a(T0, . . . ,Tn−1), four test methods are generated. These
generated methods have the same name as for a test
method, with the prep prefix replaced by prep$adv, and
check replaced by check$adv.
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/**
* When timing stops, calculate

* and add the charge from the

* connection time

*/
@AdviceName("opDrop")
@OclPostcondition(value=
"getPayer(conn).totalCharge >= " +
"getPayer(conn).totalCharge@pre")
after(Connection conn):

Timing.endTiming(conn) {
long time = Timing.aspectOf().getTimer

(conn).getTime();
long rate = conn.callRate();
long cost = rate * time;
getPayer(conn).addCharge(cost);

}

Figure 5. Example of an OCL-constrained As-
pectJ advice, with Java 5 annotations

4.3. The Test Runner

Testing a class C requires a test runner to create at least
one instance of C in a domain-specific way. The test run-
ner then uses this instance to create a C Test object. It
then performs the following steps to test an adviced method.
First, it verifies the class’s and method’s invariants. It then
initializes transfer variables, and verifies preconditions. For
each woven before advice, the test runner performs a test.
After the tested method is called, each woven after advice
needs to be tested. Finally, the test runner verifies class in-
variants, method invariants, and postconditions. The order
of verification of woven advice depends on the precedence
rules of aspects. Note that woven advice for which no cor-
responding testing code was generated must also be called
during the test of an adviced method.

Testing a woven advice is similar to testing a method
with no advice. The test runner first verifies the aspect’s and
advice’s invariants. It then prepares transfer variables be-
fore verifying the advice’s preconditions. The runner then
generates the necessary context information to call the ad-
vice. After the advice returns, the test runner checks invari-
ants and postconditions.

If any verification fails, the testing process must be in-
terrupted. When invariants or postconditions are violated,
an error is reported by the testing framework. On the other
hand, when a precondition is violated, the test runner should
report a meaningless test case.

Two approaches are possible for implementing the test
runner: generating the test steps directly or instrumenting

the tested methods and advice. The first approach, using
aUnit, assumes that the pieces of advice to be tested are not
woven into the tested methods which avoids any impact of
aspects on the testing code. With the current version of aU-
nit, the tester must manually determine the methods affected
by an advice, and create the corresponding test steps in the
correct order. The tester must also generate appropriate con-
text information for each join point, which includes, for a
method call, the source and target objects, and pointcut’s
arguments. This requires a lot of work for a large project,
duplicates work performed by the AspectJ weaver, and the
test runner must be updated when aspects are added or re-
moved, or when pointcuts change. However, this provides
the maximal flexibility. Future versions of aUnit may be
capable of infering the necessary information, which will
make this approach convenient.

A second approach is to instrument the tested program to
directly add verifications in the tested methods and advice.
This can be done on the byte-code as follows to avoid pars-
ing the source code. For each class C or aspect A having a
corresponding test class, a private field of type C Test or
A Test is added. Constructors of the test class or aspect
are then modified to initialize this new field. Code is then
added at the beginning and the end of each tested method
and advice to call the test methods with the appropriate ar-
guments. If any verification fails, a custom exception called
TestFailException is thrown.

A JUnit test case simply needs to call an instrumented
method and catch the TestFailException. When the
exception occurs, a test failure is reported or a warning is
displayed for a meaningless test case. When no test fail
exception is reported, the test is said to be successful. How-
ever, to avoid any side effect of aspects, JUnit test cases
should be compiled separately from the test program.

At this moment, the second approach is more automated
and interresting than the first one, because it benefits from
the work performed by the AspectJ weaver. However, byte-
code instrumentation is a tricky task that can easily break
binary code. The class transformer could therefore be diffi-
cult to implement and test completely, even though its im-
plementation seems rather easy at first glance.

4.4. Supporting Around Advice

Pieces of around advice are hard to test correctly, be-
cause they replace methods. Extensions to OCL are nec-
essary to test them completely. Let a be an around advice
declared in an aspect A and replacing the code of method m
defined in class C. As with before and after advice, the test
runner first checks class invariants for C to test method m
adviced by a. Then, instead of calling m, the test runner
executes advice a, and defines an around closure contain-
ing the original code of m. This implies the verification of
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invariants of aspect A, and the invariants and preconditions
for advice a rather than the invariants and preconditions of
m. When the around advice returns, invariants of A, and
invariants and postconditions for a are tested.

The around advice a may execute the around closure to
call the original method m. Before executing the around
closure, the test runner therefore verifies invariants of class
C, and invariants and preconditions of method m. The state
of the aspect could also be verified again before transfer-
ring the control to m, because it may have changed from
the time the program entered the around advice to the time
m is called. This may therefore be necessary to add a new
stereotype preproceed to OCL to verify expressions before
proceeding into m. These expressions may access the value
of variables before the advice started by using the stan-
dard OCL @pre suffix. Likewise, when m returns after
checking its invariants and postconditions, the runner could
verify the state of the aspect again. This may create the
need for an additional OCL stereotype postproceed, and a
@preproceed suffix to access values of variables before
the around closure. Finally, a @postproceed suffix may
be needed to access values of variables just after the original
method m returns.

Testing such around advice with aUnit may not be sim-
ple, even with a future, more mature version of the frame-
work. Byte-code instrumentation seems to be the at the mo-
ment the only viable solution to free the tester or developer
from writing a huge quantity of testing code.

5. Implementation

At this moment, no complete implementation of the
framework is available. First, no tool exists to generate Java
code from an Aspect-UML specification. We have imple-
mented the translation of OCL to Java by using a modi-
fied version of the Dresden-OCL toolkit [9] to parse OCL
constraints and generate testing code. Note that the toolkit
uses Java Reflection to access fields in objects, which al-
lows to refer to private members in OCL expressions. Some
classes of the toolkit had to be extended to take advice into
account and a new OCL basic function, oclIsNull, has
been added to verify if a Java object is null.

Figure 6 presents the generated method for testing
drop’s postcondition. Figure 7 presents the preparation
code copying the previous charge to a transfer field. Fig-
ure 8 presents the code for testing the opDrop advice’s
postcondition. On these figures, \ is used to represent a line
broken to be displayed. As we can see on these three fig-
ures, the readability of produced code could be improved.
Moreover, the upcoming version 2 of the toolkit could be
used to parse OCL 2 constraints rather than OCL 1.5. In
addition, our implementation does not work with currently
stable AspectJ builds, because it needs the new Reflection

API that will be available in upcoming AspectJ 5.

public tudresden.ocl.lib.OclBoolean \
check$pre$drop () {

final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclAnyImpl tudOclNode3=\
tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclAnyImpl( tudresden.\
ocl.lib.Ocl.getFor(thisObject) );

final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclInteger tudOclNode4=\
tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclInteger(tudOclNode3.\
getFeature("state"));

final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclInteger tudOclNode5=new \
tudresden.ocl.lib.OclInteger(1);

final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclBoolean tudOclNode6=\
tudOclNode4.isEqualTo(tudOclNode5);

return tudOclNode6;
}

Figure 6. Test method for method drop, gen-
erated by Dresden OCL

Neither of the approaches for test running discussed in
section 4.3 have been implemented so far. The selection of
the right approach will depend on the future evolution of the
aUnit framework, and the need for testing around advice. If
aUnit does not evolve to a useable solution, a Java library
such as ASM [22] could be used to inject testing code in the
byte-code.

6. Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, no work addressed so
far the issue of the automatic generation of test oracles for
aspect-oriented programs, based on a formal specification.
The only notable exception is the Dresden OCL Toolkit [9]
that exploits OCL constraints and produces Java code for
automated testing. We adapted this toolkit for generating
tests for aspect-oriented programs. Nonetheless, different
work has been done which relate to seperate parts of our
approach and will be the focus of this section.

The literature on automatic generation of test oracles is
abundant. For example, Jacobson et al. [14] presented the
Alloy Analyzer to generate test oracles if an Alloy specifi-
cation is available and up to date. However, Alloy is very
different from Java and many Java programmers are not
familar with it. The Java Modeling Language (JML) is a
simpler language, with a syntax similar to Java, for which
tools are available to generate test oracles [6]. Generation of
test oracles from UML statecharts has also been proposed
[23], but this does not produce Java code. None of these
tools consider aspect-oriented programming. Our frame-
work produces Java code from OCL constraints, which is
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tudresden.ocl.lib.OclInteger tudOclNode15;

public void prep$adv$opDrop (telecom.Connection \
conn) {

final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclAnyImpl tudOclNode11=\
tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclAnyImpl( tudresden.\
ocl.lib.Ocl.getFor(thisObject) );

final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclAnyImpl tudOclOpPar1=\
tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclAnyImpl( tudresden.\
ocl.lib.Ocl.getFor(conn) );

Object[] tudOclParam0=new Object[1];
tudOclParam0[0]=tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.reconvert(\

null, tudOclOpPar1);
final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclAnyImpl tudOclNode12=\

tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclAnyImpl(tudOclNode11\
.getFeature("getPayer", tudOclParam0));

final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclInteger tudOclNode13=\
tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclInteger(tudOclNode12\
.getFeature("totalCharge"));

Object[] tudOclParam1=new Object[1];
tudOclParam1[0]=tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.reconvert(\

null, tudOclOpPar1);
final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclAnyImpl tudOclNode14=\

tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclAnyImpl(tudOclNode11\
.getFeature("getPayer", tudOclParam1));

tudOclNode15=tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclInteger(\
tudOclNode14.getFeature("totalCharge"));

final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclBoolean tudOclNode16=\
tudOclNode13.isGreaterEqual(tudOclNode15);

}

Figure 7. Preparation method for advice
opDrop, generated by Dresden OCL

language-neutral but simpler than Alloy. The same Aspect-
UML specification, with OCL constraints, could be used for
testing implementations in another language than AspectJ.

Besides automatic test oracle generation, test data must
also be generated for an effective testing framework. Test
data is often generated manually, by using techniques such
as a classification tree [11]. Many tools are proposed for au-
tomating this phase of test case generation, but most tools
are in preliminary state and not publicly available. Korat
[4], an example of such a tool, requires the user to indi-
cate the domain of each input variable as well as predicates
telling if a constructed object to be tested is in a valid state.
Korat uses such predicates to reduce the number of executed
meaningless test cases, to explore a large domain of input
variables. AsmlT [10] and Pathfinder [29] can also generate
test data based on different approaches.

The only framework, to the best of our knowledge, that

public tudresden.ocl.lib.OclBoolean \
check$adv$post$opDrop (telecom.Connection \
conn) {

final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclAnyImpl tudOclNode11=\
tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclAnyImpl( tudresden.\
ocl.lib.Ocl.getFor(thisObject) );

final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclAnyImpl tudOclOpPar1=\
tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclAnyImpl( tudresden.\
ocl.lib.Ocl.getFor(conn) );

Object[] tudOclParam0=new Object[1];
tudOclParam0[0]=tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.reconvert(\

null, tudOclOpPar1);
final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclAnyImpl tudOclNode12=\

tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclAnyImpl(tudOclNode11\
.getFeature("getPayer", tudOclParam0));

final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclInteger tudOclNode13=\
tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclInteger(tudOclNode12\
.getFeature("totalCharge"));

Object[] tudOclParam1=new Object[1];
tudOclParam1[0]=tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.reconvert(\

null, tudOclOpPar1);
final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclAnyImpl tudOclNode14=\

tudresden.ocl.lib.Ocl.toOclAnyImpl(tudOclNode11\
.getFeature("getPayer", tudOclParam1));

final tudresden.ocl.lib.OclBoolean tudOclNode16=\
tudOclNode13.isGreaterEqual(tudOclNode15);

return tudOclNode16;
}

Figure 8. Test method for advice opDrop,
generated by Dresden OCL

uses aspects for software testing is JAOUT [30]. JAOUT
allows a greater flexibility than testing methods, because in
contrast with a specification language such as JML, point-
cuts can be used to insert assertion-checking advice at al-
most any point inside a test program. However, JAOUT
does not generate tests for aspect-oriented programs, and
some aspects can have side effects on assertion-checking
advice.

Work has been done on formal specification and aspect
modeling. Nevertheless, none addresses the issue of the
composition of aspects. Proposals to extend the UML have
been made by Suzuki and Yamamoto [27], by Stein et al.
[26], by Aldawud et al. [24], by Herrero et al. [13], and by
Clarke et al. [7]. Theme/UML [2], like other UML-based
aspect-oriented design approaches, does not provide archi-
tectural support, other than that of standard UML, for as-
pects and their interactions. Rashid et al. [25] provide the
AORE (Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering) model
and ARCaDe (Aspectual Requirements Composition and
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Decision support) approach and tool for describing com-
ponents and requirements-level aspects. Examples of these
aspects are compatibility, availability, or security. Katara
and Katz [16] propose architectural views of aspects as a
means for reasoning about the relationships among aspects
in a system. They describe aspects as crosscutting augmen-
tations to an existing design. A UML approach is given to
support these views. Finally, and analogy between aspects
and uses cases has been proposed by Jacobson [15].

7. Conclusion

We presented a framework for the automatic genera-
tion of test cases for aspect-oriented programs based on an
Aspect-UML formal specification. We use Aspect-UML to
model the aspect-oriented programs to be tested, and OCL
to constrain methods and advice by imposing precondi-
tions, postconditions, and invariants. Indeed, AspectWrap-
per parses the OCL constraints produced by Aspect-UML’s
code generator and automatically generates test oracles. We
have discussed two approaches for running the tests: ex-
plicit aUnit test steps, or byte-code instrumentation of meth-
ods to be tested.

As future work, we plan to fully implement the frame-
work and compare the two proposed approaches on larger
examples. We plan to keep track of the evolution of As-
pectJ 5, aUnit, as well as the Dresden OCL toolkit, to adapt
our framework to the upcoming releases. We also plan to
propose extensions to Aspect-UML for modeling module
interaction and thus generating the correspondant OCL con-
straints. Once the new OCL constraints are obtained, As-
pectWrapper will in turn be extented to generate test oracle
for module interaction.
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